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INAEC establishes aviation
training center, calls for applicants
AT INAEC, our passion
for safety is best demonstrated by our relentless zeal
to learn more about it. But
what we gain in knowledge
about safety will be in vain
unless we share it with others.
We know that safety
does not, and cannot, exist
in a vacuum. Rather, aviation practitioners—f rom
pilots to mechanics to dispatchers to heliport safety
officers—must be made
aware of the best practices
and safety standards in aircraft operations, aircraft
maintenance and even heliport operations in order
for them to be able to apply these.
This is why we established the Herminio C.
Brion Aviation Training
Institute. We believe that
we have the duty to impart to others the skills
and knowledge we have
acquired through years of
rigorous training, together
with the values of professionalism and integrity that
form an integral part of our
operations. We aim to develop aviation practitioners
who are both competent
and principled, skilled and

conscientious,
thorough
and dependable.
We are thus thrilled to
announce that INAEC,
through the Herminio C.
Brion Aviation Training Institute, will soon be launching its own trainings for the
benefit of our local aviation
practitioners. Our trainees

will not only enhance their
theoretical knowledge of
aircraft, flight dispatch and
safe heliport operations.
They will also be able to
gain hands-on experience
through INAEC’s own facilities and equipment under
the mentorship of our dedicated and learned instruc-

tors.
So, come join us! Together,
we can build a safer and better Philippine aviation community!
For more information,
visit www.inaec.com.ph or
call May Santiago at 09175696146 or Maricel Manalo
at 0917-5696147.

Pinoys still trust
ABS-CBN based on
RD Trusted Brands
By Kane Choa

FILIPINOS showed that
they still trust ABS-CBN as
the company received a Gold
Award at the 2021 Reader’s Digest Trusted Brands Awards.
At the virtual awarding on
July 30, ABS-CBN said it is
grateful to Kapamilya viewers
for their support for the company.
“We would like to thank all
those who continue to support
and trust ABS-CBN as we have
transformed into a multiplatform content company in order
to give service to the Filipinos
wherever they may be. This
achievement is testament to
our solid commitment to serve
our Kapamilya with compelling
and exciting content regardless
of which platform ABS-CBN
may be viewed,” head of trade
marketing and partnerships
Aine Unson said.
The Reader’s Digest Trusted
Brands website described ABSCBN as “an organization that
values excellence and innovation.”
“Since the shutdown of its
broadcasting operations last
year, ABS-CBN has continued to evolve and innovate by
bringing its content to various
online and television platforms.
All these endeavors, new and
old, exemplify ABS-CBN’s
commitment to serve its audi-

Aine Unson, head of trade marketing
and partnerships, accepts the award
for ABS-CBN
ences and give them the content they deserve, even when it
means traveling down unfamiliar paths,” it stated.
“It’s Showtime” and “Everybody, Sing!” host Vice Ganda,
on the other hand, copped the
Most Trusted Entertainment/
Variety Presenter award for the
third straight year.
The Reader’s Digest Trusted
Brands Awards is based on a
commissioned survey participated in by thousands of Filipinos who vote for companies
and personalities in terms of
trustworthiness,
credibility,
quality, value, understanding
of consumer needs, innovation
and social responsibility.

First Balfour shifts to e-invoicing
By Dolly Pasia-Ramos

FIRST Balfour has launched its
electronic invoicing (e-invoicing) system to facilitate billing
administration and help ease
transactions for its vendors.
An initiative undertaken by
the Procurement and Materials Management, Finance, and
ICT departments, the program
rollout was conducted online on
July 16 with 287 vendors in attendance.
Procurement head Randolf
Rellera said: “This marks an
important milestone in our
continuous improvement journey. We did this to simplify our
processes because we want to be
spending more time on the delivery of materials and services

instead of paperwork. We also
want this system to improve
transparency and lessen account reconciliations and hope
this will be a big step forward
in our documentation and invoicing system.”
Through e-invoicing, all
suppliers, subcontractors and
service providers can track the
real-time progress of transactions and gain prompt responses on the resolution of issues.
This move to automate First
Balfour’s billing and payment
processes is seen to contribute
to quicker transactions, fewer
errors and delays, and more accurate vendor transaction management.

The team that worked on
the new system is composed
of Tessa Villanueva, Michelle
Darlucio and Justine Mondelo
of Finance, and Cyrene Buenaventura and Denise Tirthdas
of Procurement and Materials
Management.
During the rollout, Mondelo explained in detail how a
vendor can open an account,
file an e-invoice for purchase
order-based transactions and
monitor the status of submitted e-invoices via e-invoicing.
firstbalfour.com.
The walkthrough, which
included a step-by-step guide
on navigating the website, was
followed by a 40-minute Q&A

portion where vendors threw in
questions related to changing
the information on alreadysubmitted e-invoices, terms of
payments, and troubleshooting
log-in issues.

One of those in attendance
was Pilipinas Shell sales account manager Nina Quino,
who shared: “We appreciated
the live demonstration of navigating the platform and the

amount of time given for the
Q&A. The rationale behind the
transition to e-invoicing has
been made clear. I believe digital is the way to go for most of
us now.”
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Special Feature

Jimenez firm taps First Gen for renewable energy supply

By Joel Gaborni

MENARCO
Development
Corporation has tapped First
Gen Corporation for supply
of electricity from a renewable energy source to power
its award-winning and intelligently designed 32-story tower
in Taguig City bearing the
company’s name.
First Gen vice president
Carlo Vega said that under the
two-year agreement, First Gen
through Green Core Geothermal Inc. (GCGI) will supply
Menarco Tower 800 kilowatts
(kW) of electricity from a geothermal plant of GCGI.
“We are happy that our
agreement with Menarco Development will complement
Menarco Tower’s image as a
very innovative, energy-efficient, healthy, safe and hi-tech
office boutique tower,” Vega
said after First Gen and Menarco Development finalized the
agreement in July.

Menarco Development is
controlled by the family of businessman Menardo Jimenez.
Menarco Tower is the first
and only office tower in Southeast Asia to hurdle the stringent health and environment
requirements to be WELL
Certified Gold by the International Well Building Institute,
and to gain a LEED Gold certification from the US Green
Building Council.
“Menarco Tower is designed
to offer humanity-centered
spaces which ensure the building community’s health and
well-being, as well as minimizing any adverse impact on the
environment. Menarco is proud
to partner with First Gen for
our renewable energy needs,”
said Menarco Development
founder and CEO Carmen Jimenez-Ong.
“By consistently walking
the talk, we take an active

part in the country’s efforts
to mitigate climate change
and rolling blackouts. Together, we are part of the solution, not the problem,” she
stressed.
“We pursued a supply agreement with Menarco Development after we noted the shared
advocacy of both our groups to
promote a healthy and clean
environment. We express our
gratitude, especially to Ms.
Carmen Jimenez-Ong, for accepting our offer of partnership,” Vega said.
Meanwhile, Manila Polo
Club, the country’s premier
leisure sports club, signed with
First Gen through GCGI a
contract for supply of 550 kW
for the next two years.
Vega said GCGI is getting
the electricity for Manila Polo
from GCGI’s 112-megawatt
Tongonan Geothermal Power
Plant in Leyte.

Manila Polo, owner of a 25hectare sports and leisure club
in Makati considered a green
oasis within Metro Manila,
expressed appreciation for its
partnership with First Gen.
“We at Manila Polo Club
have launched a policy to adopt
environment-friendly practices
as part of our own efforts to
mitigate climate change. Our
program also supports Republic
Act No. [RA] 11285, otherwise
known as the Energy Efficiency
and Conservation Act of 2019,”
said Manila Polo general manager Noel Barrameda.
“We were pleasantly surprised
to find out that using clean and
renewable energy likewise allows us to save on our power
bills, because First Gen offered
us cheaper rates for electricity
from its geothermal plant,” he
noted.
Vega said: “Our partnership
with Manila Polo Club shows
that using clean and renewable
energy does not require our customers to spend more for their
power bills. Renewable energy
is not only clean; it is competitively priced.”
GCGI, an indirect subsidiary
of First Gen, holds a license as a
retail electricity supplier. Aside
from its integrated geothermal
plant in Leyte, GCGI owns
and operates another integrated, 192-megawatt geothermal
power plant in Negros.

promos & offers

SKYBIZ enterprise sales head Edward Garrovillas (upper left) with Khalid Khursheed, James Green, Fed delos Lado and
Tonichi Parekh during the learning session

Importance of business continuity
tackled in SKYBIZ-CCAP confab
SKYBIZ recently partnered
with the Contact Center Association of the Philippines
(CCAP) for a learning session
entitled “Business Continuity
Planning for Permanent Pandemic” with James Green, director of risk practices at Origami Risk, as guest speaker.
In the virtual event attended
by companies from the contact
center industry from all over
the country, Green emphasized
the importance of business
planning amid the ongoing
new normal setup caused by
the pandemic, which hampered

global economic growth during
its surge.
Among the topics discussed
were the concurrent crises faced
during the pandemic, the importance of conceptualizing business
resiliency policies to be observed
in the workplace amid the socalled “permanent pandemic”
and how to integrate continuity
plans in hybrid working setups.
Following the presentation,
the floor was opened for a question-and-answer portion to address the concerns and insights
of the attendees, featuring the
panel of Green, CCAP head

Fed delos Lado, MicroSourcing and Beepo CEO Haidee
Enriquez, Afni Philippines vice
president Khalid Khursheed
and SKYBIZ enterprise sales
head Edward Garrovillas.
Apart from partnering with
CCAP for the learning series,
SKYBIZ continues to empower business owners in different industries during today’s
unprecedented times with its
“Jumpstart Your Business”
campaign that offers reliable
fiber connection plans at an
affordable cost, suited for any
business activity.

Switch and save with SKY Fiber’s back-to-school deal
Parents can save more on
their children’s homeschooling when they switch to a
SKY Fiber Unli Broadband
Plan from July 28 to Aug. 31,
2021, as SKY waives installation fees. With the speed upgrade and economical pricing
of SKY Fiber plans, switching
has become more beneficial for
online learning. The best-value
Plan 40 Mbps, which is priced
at only P1,499/month, is
enough to support livestreaming classes and digital collaboration. Parents can also
opt for higher speeds, such as
80 Mbps, 120 Mbps and 200
Mbps, to be able to access

high-quality online learning
resources and enable their children to perform multimedia
tasks with ease. To fully maximize their fiber-fast connection, SKY Fiber is equipping
them with SKY Fiber mesh to

Follow us @lopezlinkph on Twitter and Like us on Facebook at facebook.com/lopezlinkonline

strengthen their WiFi coverage. To avail of this promo,
they just need to present their
non-SKY Fiber internet bill
when they apply for a SKY
Fiber plan. For more info, visit
mysky.com.ph/skyfiber.
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REGENERATIVE...
from page 1

AS a kid, summer meant total
freedom from the responsibilities of school which for me
meant climbing trees to pick
and enjoy the fruits in season.
To this day, bayabas, santol,
aratilis and mangga are the
comfort foods that I eagerly
await each summer.
I have always had a close
kinship with the outdoors,
whether this meant swimming
at the beach, climbing hills and
mountains or diving the reefs
of the ocean. Given a choice,
I would rather be out of the
house, on some adventure. This
is why I never had the time to
learn mahjong or even develop
an interest in basketball like my
brothers. My passion for nature
has persisted all my life and
has influenced how I spend my
time, where I go, and even what
I spend on.
Fast forward to today. Having spent a quarter of a century
with the Lopez Group, I now
find myself living a very inte-
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grated life, where what I am
passionate about aligns very
closely with what I do for a living. I joined the Group’s 100%
renewable power arm, Energy
Development
Corporation
(EDC), in 2008, which was
also the year we launched our
BINHI greening legacy program through the direction of
our chairman emeritus, Oscar
M. Lopez.
BINHI was established to
bridge forest gaps and bring
back to abundance 96 of our
vanishing Philippine native
tree species. From the outset, it
was an ambitious goal to rescue
the most threatened endemic
Philippine hardwoods from
the brink of extinction. Trees of
these 96 species are being cut
down at an alarming rate, given
the natural beauty of their grain
and their mechanical strength.
To combine the business need
to reforest our concession areas
with the need to preserve our
heritage, we formulated the
BINHI program, which is now
on its 13th year.
Guided by science
From the start, BINHI

has been a collaborative effort.
To make sure our efforts were
guided by science, we partnered
with the UP Diliman College
of Biology led by Dr. Perry
Ong and Leonard Co, as well
as UP Los Baños College of
Forestry led by Prof. Pat Malabrigo. Prof. Pat brought in his
team, and together with our
very own Agnes de Jesus who
is a botanist herself, we began
to plan the whole undertaking.
We also built a team of foresters, permanent hires in each of
our project sites who work with
the 88 farmers associations in
and around our communities to
ensure that the trees we plant
survive and grow into forests.
Our community partners earn
a good living by taking care
of the trees instead of earning
from cutting them down, which
was their livelihood before.
The millions of trees planted
to date have enriched the lush
forests in our sites and in the
areas of our community partners. These have been crucial
in creating robust carbon sinks
and in recharging the geothermal reservoirs that our business

The VMR rooting area in the BINHI seedlings nursery
depends on. Our BINHI program takes the whole reforestation and tree planting efforts to
another level, because instead
of planting any fast-growing
invasive tree like mahogany, we
instead focused our efforts toward propagating the 96 most

threatened endemic Philippine
hardwoods. We have made a lot
of progress in the past decade,
with all 96 species rescued and
propagated. Going forward, we
are taking on the next 49 most
threatened tree species on the
list, bringing the total of the

tree species under our care to
145.
We now have over 190
partner institutions, from universities to private gated communities to NGOs and local
governments. Our partners work
with us to plant the BINHI

Spotlight

From the mangroves to the seas

Lopez Group affirms commitment to
regenerative, decarbonized future
By Gabrielle Binaday
THE Lopez Group celebrated Environment Month with
the theme “Pathways to Uniting Ecosystems and Society,”

zooming in on the efforts of
organizations under its arm to
address environmental challenges and how they strive

to achieve a regenerative and
decarbonized future.
Recognizing the shortterm positive effects on the
environment of the COVID-19 pandemic, First Gen
Corporation, Energy Development Corporation (EDC),
OML Center and SEA Institute, with Bantay Kalikasan,
worked together and brought
activities that reminded everyone of the importance of
societal responsibility in keeping and restoring the world we
have today.
Interconnectedness
The series of activities
aimed to show the interconnectedness of human beings to
the environment and to highlight the companies’ efforts in
environmental protection and
conservation.
The celebration started
with OML Center’s webinar on June 7 that presented

the findings of the Coastal
Sea Level Rise Philippines
(CSLR-Phil) project and discussed its implications for future coastal management and
disaster mitigation brought by
rising sea levels.
CSLR-Phil is a Department of Science and Technology-funded project by the UP
Training Center for Applied
Geodesy and Photogrammetry and the National Mapping
and Resource Information
Authority that aims to determine the rate of relative
sea level change and vertical
land movement in Philippine
coastal areas using spacebased geodetic measuring
techniques.
This was followed by First
Gen’s “SEAtizen Story: The
Ocean and the Community” webinar in celebration of
World Oceans Day on June 8.
The webinar underscored the

importance of marine ecosystems to communities and their
livelihoods. It featured “SEAtizens” from Lobo, Batangas
who talked about their current
situation and how they became
more resilient to disasters and
pandemics.
Mystery of corals
On June 11, Bantay Kalikasan hosted a webinar that
featured the mystery of corals
and allowed the audience to
explore the interconnectedness of life surrounding these
marine ecosystems.
On June 18, First Gen
brought participants to a
sponsored close-up exploration of Lagadlarin Mangrove
Forest in Lobo. The proceeds
from the virtual ticket sales
benefited partner communities in Brgy. Lagadlarin whose
livelihoods in ecotourism
were greatly affected by the
pandemic.

In celebration of National
Arbor Day on June 25, EDC’s
“Forest Restoration: The Key
to a Decarbonized Future”
webinar brought together
speakers from partner organizations like PH Parks and
Biodiversity and Masungi
Georeserve Foundation to
tackle the role of reforestation
in conserving and restoring
the environment. EDC also
hosted simultaneous e-planting activities for its employees
and launched five BINHI
arboreta in its sites across the
country.
Capping the monthlong
celebration was a virtual tour
of La Mesa Ecopark, the last
remaining forest of its size in
Metro Manila. Bantay Kalikasan walked participants
through the forest floors and
“flew” them through the canopies of the 33-hectare park
located in Quezon City.

trees in areas where they will be
protected as they grow. To provide a steady supply of saplings,
we built our own tree nurseries
across the country, in Antipolo,
Albay, Negros and Mt. Apo.
These nurseries are fully automated using Israeli technology,
which provides constant misting
for the seedlings to simulate the
moisture in a forest floor.
Today, we are just less than
500 hectares away from completing our 10,000-hectare forest restoration target this year.
The forest stands we have under
our care absorb over 1.7 million
tonnes of carbon dioxide equivalent (tCO2e) each year, allowing
us to be carbon negative, as our
entire operation emits only a
little over 966,000 tCO2e.
10 big words
In 2020, the entire Lopez
Group headed by our chairman
Federico “Piki” R. Lopez declared its revitalized mission: To
forge collaborative pathways for
a decarbonized and regenerative future. These 10 big words
raise the bar on how we operate as we now aim to elevate
everything we touch—from
our environment, to our communities, to our customers,
to our cocreators (employees,
contractors, other partners) and
our investors—by uplifting the
lives of our stakeholders and
by transforming them into our
partners in healing our planet.
We know that this daunting
mission needs to be grounded
in each of us individually,
which means that each one of
us who are employees of the
company must strive to live our
own regenerative life. BINHI
has influenced my personal
journey and attempt at being
regenerative, and it all began to
take root during this COVID19 crisis.
I have been working from
my farm since we in EDC and
the rest of the Lopez Group
started working from home in
March 2020. I noticed that the
pandemic has worsened poverty
in the area so I tried to think of
a way to help the community
while at the same time working
to elevate the environment. I
met with my neighbors and told
them that I was starting my own
nursery, and would put them to
work by caring for the Philippine hardwood seedlings that
they collected and purchased
from private lands. We paid for
the seeds and provided labor to
collect them. Once collected,
we potted them and have been
growing them. I told my neighbors to stand tall and be proud
of doing honest work that is
good for nature. Today, we have
been able to pot and grow over
300,000 seedlings of kamagong,

yakal, guijo, dungon, narra and
other endangered tree species.
Two dreams
I have two dreams. The first
is a personal one and that is
to plant a million Philippine
native trees in five years. I still
don’t have a business model for
this endeavor right now, but
maybe at some point I can sell
some of the seedlings and create an ecotourism venture that
exposes the youth to nature and
explains the importance of trees
in an experiential manner.
My other dream is that by
talking about my project, others
will be inspired to plant even
one single tree. A friend of
mine, Bobby Castro (chairman
and CEO of Palawan Pawnshop), upon hearing about my
project, told me early this year
that it inspired him to do his
own one-million tree project,
which he has begun. Who
knows, if 1,000 people or institutions band together, we could

reach a billion trees planted in
the next decade or so. Maybe
we can even brand it “BINHI
One Billion”?
It’s important to plant trees
because they are the cornerstone of our terrestrial ecosystem on which our life depends.
Trees produce oxygen as they
sequester carbon to grow, they
provide food and shelter for all
manner of animals, including
mammals, birds and insects.
They are the ageless guardians
that protect us from the wind,
rain and sun.
On my daily hikes, I pick
fruits fresh off the trees, rinse
them of dust and enjoy them
on the spot. Few pleasures
come close to that of hiking
and enjoying fruits fresh off
the branch. And to be totally
honest about it, after a day of
interminable Zoom calls, doing
just that destresses me by transporting me back to the carefree
summers of my childhood.

The author, EDC president Richard Tantoco (2nd from left)—alongside ASEAN Center for Biodiversity director Mundita
Lim, the late Dr. Perry Ong and UP Diliman VP-Academic Affairs Dr. Gisela Concepcion—plants a BINHI native tree

Niño Gibe (left) and the other members of the BINHI team relentlessly give talks on the importance of planting, growing and nurturing our Philippine native tree species to different stakeholders
including these student leaders, seen here with EDC emergency management expert Dr. Ted Esguerra (in black), who are now BINHI youth champions in Negros

One of BINHI’s partners in Bicol, the Philippine Army’s 903rd Infantry Brigade



BINHI forest patrol and monitoring activities
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For ‘School at Home’

Knowledge Channel bags
outstanding project plum
By Michael Ramos and Lucky dela Rosa
KNOWLEDGE
Channel
Foundation Inc. (KCFI) took
home the Outstanding CSR
Project in Education award in
the 2021 League of Corporate
Foundations’ (LCF) Corporate
Social Responsibility Guild
Awards held virtually on July
9, 2021.
The ceremony coincided
with the 25th anniversary of
LCF, a network of corporate
foundations and corporations
that promotes and enhances the
strategic practice of CSR.
Three contenders vied for
the best CSR project in education with KCFI taking home
the honor for its “School at
Home” campaign, an initiative that pushed for distance
learning during the pandemic
using Knowledge Channel’s
platforms on air, online and offline.
“We want to be able to help
the Department of Education
and our teachers, our learners
and our parents to support the
learning of the child. Aside
from the modules, we have
prepared one video lesson per
learning competency for each of
the most essential learning com-

petencies. What
we are airing now
on
Knowledge
Channel are video
lessons based on
each
learning
competency that
kids need at this
time to be able
to learn,” said
Edric
Calma,
KCFI head of operations, in his acceptance speech.
In 2020, the
COVID-19 pandemic drastically
changed the learning modalities
from face-to-face to distance
learning. This major transition
in the country’s basic education
system left teachers, students
and parents ill-equipped with
the pedagogical and technical
skills needed in the new normal.
Despite the circumstances—including the cease-anddesist order against SKYdirect
and ABS-CBN TVplus and
Congress’ dismissal of the ABSCBN franchise bid affecting
over 7 million homes—KCFI
remained relentless in sup-

porting teachers, students and
parents and in helping improve
teaching and learning in the
new normal through media and
technology.
The “School at Home”
campaign continues to serve
Filipino children, parents and
teachers via SKYcable, Philippine Cable and Telecommunications Association partner
cable operators, Cignal, G Sat,
SatLite and on A2Z Channel
every morning from Monday to
Sunday. Video lessons are also
available on knowledgechannel.
org and on YouTube.

EDC backs DENR’s ‘Save
Our Watershed’ campaign
By Gabrielle Marie Binaday
ENERGY Development Corporation (EDC) lauded the Department of Environment and
Natural Resources’ (DENR)
“Save Our Watershed” (SOW)
campaign following the floods
caused by typhoon Ulysses in
November 2020.
The DENR launched the
SOW campaign in partnership
with Japan International Cooperation Agency ( JICA) on June
30.
EDC, which has long been
maintaining, restoring and
protecting watersheds that give
life to its geothermal reservoirs, expressed support for the
DENR’s initiative not only to
boost awareness of the importance of the watersheds but also
to urge Filipinos to act now in

conserving the country’s natural resources.
“On behalf of Energy
Development
Corporation,
we would like to express our
support and commitment
to the ‘Save Our Watershed’
campaign of the DENR and
JICA. EDC, through our
BINHI program, aims to
protect and conserve our watershed resources within the
geothermal reservations. For
us, it’s both a commitment and
a part of our business strategy
and mission,” said Atty. Allan Barcena, EDC head of
corporate social responsibility
and public relations, during
the launching event held live
via Zoom and on-site at the
DENR office.

DENR Sec. Roy Cimatu,
who led the virtual rollout of
the campaign, noted the “more
than 130 critical watersheds in
the country that desperately
need immediate protection and
rehabilitation to minimize erosion and improve water yield.”
Barcena
stressed
that
conservation of watershed
resources is not only part of
EDC’s sustainability strategy
but also its way of elevating the
environment and its communities.
EDC, through its banner
environment program BINHI
which was launched in 2008, has
been protecting and conserving watershed areas across its
geothermal sites in Bicol, Leyte,
Negros and North Cotabato.

select principals and teachers,
but will also help them make a
huge difference in the lives of
the thousands of students that
they serve,” she said.
LBC Foundation executive
director Christine Wuthrich
said they are eager to work with
KCFI in reaching and supporting more teachers.
“Together, our collaborative
effort will bring learning to
more children in need, giving
them the tools necessary to continue to pursue their dreams of a
brighter future during these very
challenging times,” she noted.
KCTINN for FEU
Additionally, 160 teachers
from the Far Eastern University (FEU) Roosevelt campuses
in Marikina, Cainta and Rodriguez will undergo KCTINN
training after KCFI sealed an
agreement with FEU Roosevelt to train teachers and principals on 21st century teaching

strategies and pedagogies using
Knowledge Channel Portable
Media Libraries.
“Through the partnership
with KCFI and utilizing its K12 basic multimedia learning
resources, we aim to further improve our students’ learning outcomes in reading comprehension
and mathematics,” stated FEU
Roosevelt senior vice president
Dr. Alma dela Cruz.
Lopez said she looked
forward to working with FEU
Roosevelt and introducing
more interns to the Knowledge
Channel Volunteer and Internship Program or KCVIP.
“Bukod sa training, excited
din kaming makasama ang inyong teachers at students sa
aming volunteer and internship
program. From 2019-2021, 21
students from FEU Diliman,
Institute of Technology, and
Manila have joined us as interns,” she noted. (M. Ramos)
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Knowledge + Beyond

Building scientific minds

A bright future for our nation begins with APP
By Rina Lopez

WE can all agree that 2020 was
a year of trials, but it was also a
year of opportunities.
All of us in the Lopez
Group experienced pain and
grief because of the effects of
the pandemic on our lives and
that of our loved ones, and
we experienced so much pain
because of the nonrenewal of

ABS-CBN’s franchise and the
cease-and-desist orders issued
to ABS-CBN TVplus and
SKYdirect.
I say 2020 was also a year
of opportunities as we realized
many things about ourselves,
from being able to stay at home
24/7 for months on end, work
from home, learn how to cook

and grow our own vegetables,
teach our children their lessons,
and many other tasks we previously relegated to others. We
realized that we have it in ourselves to help not just ourselves,
but that we can help others
even in our darkest hours.
The Philippines is one of
the most vulnerable countries

Pinoys affected by floods, volcanic
activity get help through AFI
PHOTO BY: JOAL ASCALON

to natural and man-made
disasters. This vulnerability is
an effect, but also one of the
causes of our poor learning as
shown in various international
tests. We hope to address this
vulnerability by encouraging
children to have a more scientific mind, think critically,
creatively, and help solve their
local problems.
Cluster for education
Twelve Lopez companies
and foundations have come
together to form the Education
Cluster of the Lopez Learning
Synergy Summit. These are
FIRST School, OML Center,
First Gen Corporation, PAAFI
or Phil-Asia Assistance Foundation Inc., Energy Development Corporation, ABS-CBN
Foundation Inc., Programa
Genio and Bantay Bata, Mount
Apo Foundation Inc., First
Philippine Industrial Park, Ang
Misyon Inc. and Knowledge
Channel Foundation Inc.
To encourage and build
scientific minds who will help
their communities be less vul-

nerable, we will do the following: produce 80 video lessons
for Grades 3 and 7 based on a
reimagined science curriculum
guide. We will work closely
with the teachers, principals,
DepEd division offices, private
organizations, and other subject matter experts. There are
three organizations of Filipino
and foreign scientists from all
over the world that would like
to help us.
We want to improve their
learning environment by providing 114 tablets for students
and seven laptops for teachers
preloaded with digital learning
materials.
Science learning kits will be
assembled and provided to each
of the 85 Grade 7 students and
their teacher. The learning kit
includes materials that match
the activities at the end of each
quarter.
Looking for partners
Reliable internet access
is an integral part of today’s
education. But this remains a
main concern in our pilot area.

So, we are looking for possible
partners and collaborators that
can help us work towards better internet connectivity in
Malabrigo, Batangas.
We will train and closely
mentor the teachers and
principals in the Malabrigo
schools. We aim to equip them
on science content knowledge,
teaching approaches and communication skills. Teachers, as
facilitators of learning, are key
in making science learning
more meaningful and engaging.
I would like to call for your
support in fulfilling this pilot
project and in making a difference in the education of our
Filipino students in Malabrigo
and beyond. Let’s prove again
that during these times of uncertainty, meaningful partnerships can help us thrive and
conquer.
Tara na. Sali na sa Agham
Para Sa Pagbabago. Suportahan
natin ang bagong henerasyon ng
mga Pilipinong siyentistang handa sa hamon ng 21st century.

Lifelong Wellness

Why you can’t delay your AMD treatment

KCFI inks MOA with LBC Foundation,
DepEd to train teachers
A memorandum of agreement
(MOA) was signed between
Knowledge Channel Foundation Inc. (KCFI) and LBC
Foundation, along with the
Department of Education
(DepEd), for the rollout of
Knowledge Channel Teaching
in the New Normal (KCTINN)
training program.
The partnership will benefit over 600 teachers and
principals from 48 schools in
Quirino, Catanduanes, Marawi
City, Tarlac, Northern Samar
and Davao City.
During the ceremonial
virtual MOA signing, KCFI
president and executive director Rina Lopez thanked LBC
Foundation and the DepEd as
they work together in addressing the learning crisis in the
Philippines.
“Know that our training program on Teaching in the New
Normal will not only benefit the

CORPORATE SUSTAINABILITY /LIFELONG WELLNESS

By Charizze Henson
‘Pantawid ng Pag-ibig’ and ‘Tulong-Tulong sa Taal’ were able to deliver relief goods to some 5,000 families in Luzon
FILIPINOS affected by severe
flooding and Taal Volcano’s activity got immediate assistance
from ABS-CBN Foundation
Inc. (AFI) as it continues its
mission to serve Filipinos in
need wherever they are in the
country.
Among those that received
aid were Jocelyn Hernandez of
Oriental Mindoro and Rose
Gonzales of San Mateo, Rizal,
who both fled their homes with
their families to avoid possible
danger due to the continuous
rains.
Hernandez was able to get
rice, canned goods, hygiene
kits, alcohol, face masks and
clothes for her family. Gonzales and her family received hot
meals, vitamins and face masks
together with over 1,200 other
evacuees staying at Brgy. Sta.

Ana Elementary School during
the height of the rains.
Aside from Rizal, the foundation went to Marikina, Zambales and Batangas to bring
relief goods to those affected by
the floods.
Some 3,979 families in
evacuation centers from Agoncillo, Laurel, Tanauan, Balete
and Nasugbu in Batangas
likewise received help through
“Tulong-Tulong sa Taal.” The
front liners who respond to
calls for assistance during Taal’s
activity were given N95 masks,
alcohol and vitamins.
Taytay tailors
“Pantawid ng Pag-ibig”
continues to aid those who lost
their jobs and whose livelihoods
were affected by the pandemic,
including the dressmakers and
tailors of Taytay, Rizal. Through

community pantry organizer
Camille Balabis, AFI learned
of the community’s plight and
they were among the 400 families in Brgy. Darangan who received rice and canned goods.
In July, “Pantawid ng Pagibig” made stops in Bulacan,
Manila, Navotas, Pateros, Caloocan, Valenzuela and Taguig to
bring relief to those in need.
With another enhanced
community quarantine in
Metro Manila, Filipinos can
still expect the assistance of
ABS-CBN News and AFI with
the help of donors and partner
organizations.
For more details on how
to donate, visit www.abs-cbnfoundation.com or the official
Facebook page of ABS-CBN
Foundation (@abscbnfoundationinc).

IMAGINE trying to read the
time but not seeing the clock’s
long and short hands, browsing a book without seeing the
text, or looking at a loved one’s
face and not recognizing them
nor perceiving their expression. Straight lines look wavy
or crooked, colors are faded and
objects look smaller than usual.
This is what people with agerelated macular degeneration
(AMD) usually experience.
AMD is among the leading causes of blindness among
senior citizens. According to
Asian Eye Institute retina and
vitreous disease specialist Dr.
Patricia Quilendrino, “while
it’s not painful, AMD affects a
person’s macula or the central
vision. The macula helps you
see fine details and recognize
colors. We still don’t know the
exact cause of this condition,
but it’s more likely to develop
in women, and people who have

family members who’ve had it,
those who suffer from hypertension, are overweight and are
smokers.”
Dry or wet AMD
Rarely causing total blindness, AMD can be classified
as dry or wet. Dry AMD develops with age and takes time
to cause vision loss. Wet AMD
is less common but is more
serious and causes vision loss
faster.
Quilendrino says: “It happens when abnormal blood
vessels grow in the retina. And
because these blood vessels are
weak, they may leak blood or
other fluids, leading to vision
loss or distortion.”
There is no cure yet for
AMD, but there are ways to
prevent vision loss. People
with dry AMD may be given
supplements or vitamins and
be asked to eat a lot of food
rich in nutrients that are good

for the eyes, including yellow
fruits, dark, leafy greens and
fish. For those with wet AMD,
they may undergo antivascular endothelial growth factor
(anti-VEGF) treatment. AntiVEGFs are injected in the eye
to effectively stop the growth
of new blood vessels, bleeding
and swelling. It is important to
remember that when AMD is
left untreated, the patient’s vision may get worse.
Effect of pandemic
With the current COVID19 pandemic, it has been hard
for patients, particularly seniorage parents or grandparents, to
seek eye checkup and treatment.
Unfortunately, a recent study
shows that delay and lapses in
treatment affected the vision of
patients. Quilendrino explains:
“Results showed that patients
who had lapses in treatment had
increased thickness in the macu-

la. Although it normalized when
they started receiving treatment
again, they did not recover the
visual acuity they lost.”
Visual acuity refers to the
clarity or sharpness of your vision.
“We understand that some
patients are still afraid to go
out, and it can be challenging
especially for those that live
in the provinces or those with
comorbidities. However, consistent evaluation and treatment are critical to ensure that
AMD patients won’t lose their
vision. We are also implementing strict COVID-19 protocols
to ensure that our patients,
their companions and even our
team will continue to be safe
and healthy,” Quilendrino says.
Safety seal certification
Aside from the standard
health screening, physical distancing practices and wearing
of PPE, almost 90% of Asian

Eye employees
have been vaccinated. Many
of the clinics
have received
safety seal certifications from
Consistent evaluation and treatment are critical to
their respective
ensure that AMD patients won’t lose their vision, says
local governDr. Patricia Quilendrino
ment units.
“We also have teleconsulta- hypertension, quit smoking,
tion, wherein patients can talk have a healthy balanced diet,
to their eye doctor if they expe- and get your eyes checked at
rience changes in vision or eye least once a year.
Want to get your eyes
problems like blurring of vision,
eye redness, infection and a lot checked? To set an appointment, call 8898-2020, email
more,” Quilendrino adds.
In cases where the doctor eyehelp@asianeyeinstitute.com
recommends a clinic checkup or message Asian Eye on its
after a teleconsultation, the social media accounts. To try
teleconsultation fee is refunded the teleconsultation service, call
or text 0917-800-9103. And if
to the patient.
There are things that you you need prescription or noncan do to reduce your risk of prescription medications, order
developing or aggravating your online at www.asianeyeshop.
AMD. You need to undergo a com and have it delivered on
lifestyle change—manage your the same day!
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Shop via Rockwell
On Demand with
The Rockwellist app
By Anina Reyes

ROCKWELL patrons can
now get all their Power
Plant Mall needs right in
the comfort of their homes
as Rockwell On Demand is
now on the Rockwellist mobile app!
Just download The
Rockwellist mobile app on
the Apple Store or Google
Play Store and fill up the
form. This will cover your
entire shopping journey—
from ordering, purchasing
to doorstep delivery.
To start shopping, click
the Rockwell On Demand
tab at the bottom of your
screen and pick the service
you’d like to avail of.
Next, input your order
details. Type in the store you
want to shop from and the
items for purchase; you may

put an alternative or remove
the order in case the items
are not available. Relevant
documents such as senior
citizen IDs and prescriptions can also be uploaded.
Once you’ve filled up
the form, click the checkout
button and select your location for delivery. Payment
details will be sent to your
email.
Want to shop in other
Rockwell stores? Book
buying assistance for up to
three other Rockwell Center stores or restaurants with
same-day delivery for a flat
rate of P80 plus a standard
city-based delivery fee.
For a list of stores you
can order from, visit the
Power Plant Mall store
guide.

‘The Broken Marriage Vow’ to showcase
Filipino fashion brands, designers
By Kane Choa
ASIDE from the gripping
drama and characters in “The
Broken Marriage Vow,” viewers
can look forward to another star
in ABS-CBN’s upcoming series—its all-Filipino wardrobe
and costumes.
Connie Macatuno, the series’
director and costume design
head, said that Jodi Sta. Maria,
Zanjoe Marudo, Sue Ramirez,
Zaijian Jaranilla and their costars
will wear “entirely local” pieces
made by Filipino designers and
artisans—a move that makes
“The Broken Marriage Vow” the
first Pinoy teleserye to do so.
“Matagal ko nang inisip na
makagawa ng isang palabas kung
saan gumagamit ng local designs
from local designers. Una kong
naisip agad, pagsama-samahin
silang lahat. Most of the local designers will be there…
showcasing their original work.
It’s the thing that excited all of
us,” said Macatuno in a video

caption
released by Dreamscape Entertainment on Aug. 6.
The video paraded the locally made apparel, footwear,
accessories, indigenous fabrics,
hand-embroidered pieces and
traditional Filipino clothes that
will be worn by the stars.

Macatuno’s vision for the series’
aesthetic is “urban Pinoy,” which
“mixes global brands and Filipino
luxury brands together” to promote Filipino creativity, culture
and craftsmanship to the world.
Costume designer Jilla Sara
said that by featuring Filipino-

made creations, their team
hopes to show global audiences
“what Filipinos can do.”
“The Broken Marriage
Vow” is produced by Dreamscape Entertainment and will
soon air on ABS-CBN platforms.

More chances to win!

‘Madlang Pi-Poll’ now airs all week on ‘It’s Showtime’
“IT’S Showtime” viewers have
more chances of winning cash
prizes as “Madlang Pi-Poll,”
the first interactive game segment on Philippine TV, now
airs all week!
The segment continues to
pull in Filipinos from all over
the country, with 62,665 viewers participating in the live
game on Aug. 7, when the pot
money amounting to P70,000
was split evenly among three
lucky viewers.

Launched in July, “Madlang
Pi-Poll” allows viewers to answer
poll-based questions and get a
chance to win cash prizes. To
join, viewers, using their laptop or
mobile device, can log on to www.
joinnow.ph/showtime or scan the
QR code that is flashed onscreen
and answer the poll-based questions during the live segment.
A participant must be a Filipino citizen living in the Philippines, at least 18 years old and
with a valid ID. To qualify for

the raffle draw and get a chance
to win prizes, they must register and provide their full name,
address, age, phone number and
email address after answering
the final question in the game.
Join “Madlang Pi-Poll” from
Mondays to Saturdays on “It’s
Showtime” on A2Z Channel on free TV and digital TV
boxes, Kapamilya Channel on
cable and satellite TV, Kapamilya Online Live on ABS-CBN
Entertainment’s
YouTube

channel and Facebook page, on
the iWantTFC app (iOS and
Android) and on iwanttfc.com.
Viewers outside of the Philippines can catch it on The Filipino Channel on cable and IPTV.
(K. Choa)
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ABS-CBN goes online all
day and all night as its free
livestreaming service, Kapamilya Online Live, becomes available 24/7 on ABS-CBN Entertainment’s YouTube channel
in more countries.
Its around-the-clock streaming is accessible on YouTube in
the Philippines and in over 180
countries.
Viewers can get more fun,
action, drama and romance
from the latest episodes of
“FPJ’s Ang Probinsyano,” “Huwag Kang Mangamba,” “Init
sa Magdamag” and “La Vida
Lena,” which may be replayed

for seven days after they are
initially livestreamed.
Apart from the streaming of
shows, viewers on both Facebook
and YouTube can enjoy interacting with fellow Kapamilya in the
chat section, engage with celebrities in gap shows such as “Showtime Online” and “iWant ASAP,”
and be part of the “It’s Showtime”
virtual studio audience.
The 24/7 programming will
include “Ningning,” “Bagani,”
“Dyosa,” “Palibhasa Lalake,”
“Banana Split,” and blockbuster
Filipino movies on weekends.
Kapamilya Online Live
provides live and on-demand

streaming of shows to ABSCBN Entertainment’s 35.5
million
subscribers—the
highest among all YouTube
channels in Southeast Asia.
In the last three months, the
YouTube channel has also
drawn 72.8 million unique
viewers.
On Facebook, Kapamilya
Online Live serves content
daily to ABS-CBN’s 30.6 million followers.
In August 2020, ABS-CBN
fully migrated to digital when
it launched Kapamilya Online
Live, which would become the
online home of its shows.

Those who would like to
watch complete episodes of
ABS-CBN shows and access the
most complete Filipino content
library may sign up for iWantTFC, download its app (iOS and
Android) or visit iwanttfc.com.
Catch the 24/7 livestream of
your favorite Kapamilya shows
on Kapamilya Online Live and
subscribe to ABS-CBN Entertainment’s YouTube channel
(youtube.com/abscbnentertainment) and like its Facebook page
(fb.com/ABSCBNnetwork). To
see the complete programming
schedule, visit kapamilyaonlinelive.com. (K. Choa)

